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Abstract
A computerized generic active controller haa
been developed for alleviating helicopter vibration
by <;lased-loop implementation of higher harmonic
control (HHC). This controller provides the capa ...
bility to readily define many differ~nt algorithms
by selecting from three control approaches (deterministic, cautious, and dual), two linear system
models (local and global), and several methods of
limiting control.
A non-linear aeroelastic analysis was used to evaluate altet"native configurations as applied to a forward-flight simulation of
the four-bladed H-34 rotor operating on the NASA
Ames Rotor Test Apparatus (RTA), which represents
the fuselage.
Excellent controller performance is
demonstrated for all three control approaches for
steady flight conditions, having moderate to high
value~
of forward velocity and rotor thrust.
Reductions in RTA vibration from 75 to 95 percent
are predicted with HHC pitch amplitudes of less
than one degree,
Good transient performance and
vibration alleviation is also demonstrated for
short duration maneuvers involving a sudden change
in collective pitch. The existence of multiple HHC
solutions to achieve low vibration indicates the
potential for calculating solutions that also
reduce the d"etrimental effects of HHC on blade
stresses and rotor performance.
The effect of
controller tuning on system performance is also
discussed.
Notation
thrust coefficient
quadratic performance index
quadratic vibration performance index
mobility matrix betweeo hub and
fuselage
covariance of identified parameters
covariance of transfer matrix

Presented at the 40th Annual Forum of the American
Helicopter Society, Crystal City, Virginia, May
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Investigations leading to the results presented
herein were funded by the NASA, Ames Research
Center, under Contract NAS2-11260.
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cross-covariance of transfer matrix and
uncontrolled vibration
covariance of uncontrolled vibration
covariance of measurement noise;
total blade radius
blade spanwise location
transfer matrix between control inputs
and vibration response
airspeed
vibration weighting matrix
rate of change of control weighting
matrix
control amplitude weighting matrix
vibration response vector in the RTA
vibration response yector at the hub
(fixed system)
uncontrolled vibration response vector
indicates control approach in generic
algorithms
control vector dependent upon system
model (see Eq. (3))
incremental change in pitch control
max allowable cnange in pitch control
pitch control vector
stochastic control constant
rotor solidity

Subscripts

jj

time step or rotor rev
diagonal element of matrix

Superscripts,
T

*

matrix or vector transpose
calculated optimum control
Introduction

Commercial utilization of the helicopter is
directly affected by both cruise velocity and
passenger perception of a "jet-smooth 11 ride. Thus,
increasingly
stringent
vibration
requirements
coupled with the des ire for high speed aircraft
have made vibration alleviation one of the prime
objectives of the helicopter industry.
The need
for further improvements in vibration is readily
apparent in the amount of research being conducted
and in the diverseness of the approaches being

pursued.
References 1 and 2 represent the renewed
interest in understanding the fundamental sources
of vibration and redesigning the blade in order to
desensitize it to vibratory rotor airloads. Refer~
ence 3 formulates a method for optimizing more
conventional procedures that use passive devices,
such as vibration absorbers, to desensitize
critical points in the fuselage to forces transmitted from the rotor. The potential limitation of
these methods is that they may not sufficiently
reduce vibration over a wide range of flight conditions.

orations in order to mor-e fully understand the
effects of tuning parameters within the algorithms
and their relative performance.
The algorithms
selected for evaluation are those shown in previous
studies to have the potential for providing effective vibration alleviation.
Three control
approaches (deterministic, cautious, and dual), two
system models (local and global), and various
methods of limiting control have been used as the
basis of these algorithms,
The results presented
herein summarize the key findings of the research
reported in Ref. 18.

In contrast to the many passive design procedures currently being pursued, the use of a selfadaptive controller to implement higher harmonic
control (HHC) in closed-loop fashion potentially
allows
significant
vibration
reduction
to
be
achieved throughout the flight envelope.
In this
approach, higher harmonic blade root pitch, which
can be input through the standard swashplate configuration, is used to modify blade airloads and
reduce harmonic blade forcing of the fuselage.
Reference 4 presents an excellent review of past
helicopter higher harmonic control work.
The
effectiveness of HHC in reducing vibration was
experimentally verified by open-loop wind tunnel
model testing in Refs. 5 through 7.
In Ref. 8, the
loop was closed and vibration was reduced by
actively
adjusting HHC amplitudes
to minimize
vibration based on off-line identification of the
relationship between vibration and control inputs.
References
9 through
11
successfully combined
closed-loop H~C with optimal control theory to
actively reduce vibration in real-time.
References
9 and 10 present the results for a numerical simulation using a nonlinear aeroelastic helicopter
vibration analysis, while Ref. 11 presents the
results for experimental testing of a model articulated rotor iri a wind tunnel.

Analytical Simulation of Vibration Controller
Conventionally, higher harmonic control (HHC)
is implemented in the main rotor system to modify
blade airloads and minimize harmonic vibratory
blade forcing of the fuselage.
As shown in Fig. 1,
higher harmonic blade pitch is input through the
standard helicopter swashplate.
In the closed-loop
system shown, a set of fixed-system sensors
measures the resulting vibration response to be
provided to an active controller.
Based on this
response and on-line
identification of system
parameters, the active controller calculates and
commands the HHC inputs required to further reduce
vibration in the fuselage.
For a four-bladed
helicopter rotor, 4/rev vibration in the rotorcraft
is T\lini:mized by prescribing 4/rev collective and
cYclic motions in the non-rotating swashplate,
which result in blade cyclic pitch motions at 3, 4,
and 5/rev in the rotating system (Ref. 19).

References 12 through 16 have investigated
various aspects of the closed-loop HHC vibration
control problem such as the effects of system
nonlinearities, errors in initial estimates of
system properties, measurement noise, and variations in flight speed on controller stability and
performance.
These references also proposed a few
refinements to the control algorithms used.
Finally, Ref. 17 presents the results of a flight
test with closed-loop HHC.

MICRO-COMPUTER/
CONTROLLER

VIBRATION
SENSORS

Fig. l Active vibration control system.

In the current study, a digital computer simulation of the above vibration control system is
used to evaluate and compare the performance of
several different controller algorithms.
As shown
in Fig. 2, this simulation is achieved by linking
an existing nonlinear aeroelastic analysis, which
simulates the rotorcraft, to a computer subroutine
that performs all the functions of the active
vibration controller.
The rotorcraft simulation
and each of the components of the active controller
will be discussed separately.

Whil.e
previous
research has verified
the
feasibility, both theoretically and experimentally,
of reducing vibration with closed-loop HHC, published work concerned with the refinement and
direct comparison of various algorithms is lacking.
Such an effort is ·needed as a step in developing an
ttoptimum" multivariable algorithm for the helicopter vibration problem. The purpose of the investigation reported in this paper is to refine, evaluate, and compare alternative controller config-
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Fig. 2 Simulation of active vibration control system.

Rotorcraft Simulation

The nonlinear aeroelastic analysis used to
simulate the rotorcraft is the G400 analysis, docomented in Ref. 20. This computer analysis performs
a time history solution of the differential equations of motion for a helicopter rotor coupled with
a

flexible body such as a fuselage.

in which

~

Six primary controller algorithms are evaluated in this study.
These result from three
different adaptive control approaches (deterministic, cautious, or dual) for calculating minimum
vibration control solutions and from two system
models (local or global) which can be used as the
basis for each control approach. Regardless of the
controller configuration implemented, there are two
fundamental characteristics of the active controller:
(1) a quasi-static linear transfer matrix
(T-matrix)
relationship
between
the
vibration
response and the HHC inputs is assumed; (2) the
T-matrix is identified on-line to account for
changes due to system nonlinearities or variations
in flight condition.
The generic controller used
in this study is formulated such that each of the
primary algorithms can be implemented accordin~ to
the value of only two parameters, which indicate
the system model and the control approach selected.
It is assumed that a qu,asi-static linear Tmatrix relationship can be defined (for the ith
rev) between the higher harmonic pitch and the
vibr.at.ion response.
The form of this matrix relationship depends on the system model used to
represent the rotorcraft.
For the local model the
T-matrix is defined by

The nonlinear

equations of motion are solved by using
procedure

a harmonic analyzer to obtain phase and amplitude
relationships. Measurement noise was not simulated
in this study.

Jz=ZTWzZ

ROTOR~AF.:_SYSTEM_

ACTIVE
CONTROLLER

VIBRATION
INDEX

Galerkin

the uncoupled normal modes of

the rotor and fuselage are used as degrees of freedom.
A featu~e of G400 which makes it especially
suitable for this study of self-adaptive HHC is
the capability of computing a transient time
history which considers the influence of a flexible
fuselage and the motion of each individual blade.
For computational efficiency, a constant inflow
model has been used in the current study.

( 2)

In this expression, T is the matrix relating 4/rev
fuselage vibration response Z to HHC inputs a, the
harmonics of multicyclic control in the rotating
system.
This system model is termed ~he local
model to indicate linearization of th¢ T-matrix
about the current control point.
In contrast, the
global model linearizes the system T-matrix about
the uncontrolled vibration level Z0 ( t:ero HHC),
and the matrix relationship is defined by

Sensors
The simulation of sensor components, used to
provide vibration
response
information to the
active controller, is based on calculating linear
accelerations at the fuselage hub from the G400
time history formulation.
Fuselage accelerations
are then calculated from accelerations at the hub
(fixed system) by the folloving linear trans format ion:

(3)

·The algorithm for a given control approach and
system model is hosed on three interrelated operations that perform the controller functions shown
in Fig. 2 (e.g., minimum variance control, Kalman
filter system identification,
and
limiting of
control inputs). These operations are described in
the following sections.

(!)
For the four-;-:bladed rotor used in this study, Z is
a vector of the cosine and sine components of 4/rey
acceleration in the fuselage, and ZH is a vector
of the cosine and sine components of 4/rev acceleration at the hub.
The mobility matrix M is determined from a steady state forced vibration analysis
based on a NASTRAN model of the selected rotorcraft. The computed accelerations are processed by

Minimum Variance Control - The required change
in the HHC inputs for minimum vibration in the ith
sample period is calculated by a minimum variance
control algorithm, which is discussed in detail in
Ref, 18,
This algorithm is ba:;ed on minimization
of a quadratic performance index that consists of a
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weighted sum of the mean squares of the input and
output variables:
T
· T(
I'
)
aT
T
J=Zi WzZt+Yi B•A•PiL Wzjj Yi+ iWB6i+66iw 66 66i
j

ministic controller.
For the global model, the
stochastic control term places a constraint on
control magnitude similar to that of w8 • Again,
the limiting of a due to this term will depend on
the uncertainty in system identification.
Note
that a stochastic control constant A has been added
in both cases to allow for empirical modification
of the amount of caution provided by the controller.

(4)

where Yi=66i for the local model and Yi={ei 1) for
the global model.
As will be discussed below, B
acts as a switching function dependent on the
control approach used.

The last control approach to be evaluated in
this study is an active adaptive formulation (Ref.
21), also known as a dual controller (Ref. 22).
While the cautious controller accounts for parameter uncertainties, it does not directly affect
identification.
The dual controller, on the other
hand, attempts to improve long term system identification by actively probing the system while at
the same time providing good control.
Since
optimal dual controllers are generally too complex
to be practical {Refs. 4 and 23), the dual controller used in this study is a suboptimal approach
taken from Ref. 22, with B set to (-l/R•fw .. ). The
2
resulting stochastic control term is -yi(Al~i/R)yi
where Yi is defined as above, and R is the covariance of the measurement noise used in the Kalman
filter
identification algorithm.
The overall
effect of this term is a reductio~ in the weighting
placed on the rate of change of control for the
local model and on the control magnitude for the
g~obal· ·model.
Whereas the cautious controller
penalizes control when identification is poor by
increasing constraints,
the dual controller
increases control by a ceduction in constraints.
The result is system probing used by the dual
controller to improve system identification.
The
relaxed internal constraints on control are dependent on the ratio of the uncert8inty in the
identified system parameters to the uncertainty in
the computed vibratioh response. As system identification improves and Pi goes to zero, the
stochastic dual control term vaniShes and system
probing ceases.
As discussed in Ref. 23, the two
tasks of trying to improve system identification
and of trying to provide good control are, in
general, counter-productive.
Good identification
may require large control inputs, while good control may require small control inputs.
Thus, the
arbitrary stochastic control constant A is used to
tune the dual controller in order to achieve an
acceptable tradeoff, where short term control may
be compromised.

The performance index J is a function of not
only the computed harmonics of vibration {Z), but
also the pitch control inputs {6) and the incremental change in control (66).
In the first term
Wz is a diagonal weighting matrix used to reflect
the relative contribution of each vibration component to system vibration levels.
It is this term
that is indicative of overall effectiveness in
reducing vibration.
The second term in Eq. {4) is
used to modify the controller algorithms to account
for uncertainties in identified system parameters'
_according to the underlying assumptions of the
control approach being used.
These uncertainties
are reflected in Pi the covariance matrix calculated by the Kalman filter identification algorithm, which is discussed in the next section. The
effect of this stochastic control tenn is detert':'lined by
and the arbitrary stochastic control
constant A.
Finally, in the last two terms,
diagonal weighting matrices w6 and 66 are used to
inhibit excessive control amplitudes an~ rates of
change in control, respectively.
This "internal
limiting" is used not only to satisfy hardware
requirements,
but
also
to
enhance
controller
performance.

e,

w

For the deterministic control approach, B is
set to zero, since all system parameters are
assumed to be explicitly known.
This approach
ignores the fact that only estimates for the Tmatrix (and Z0 for the global model) are available from the parameter identifier.
The performance of the deterministic controller is tuned by
appropriate
selection of the elements of the
weighting matrices (W 2 , W9, w66 ) discussed above.
In the cautious approach, which was suggested
and experimentally evaluated in Refs. 11 and 12, it
is recognized that some of the system parameters
are only estimates, and control inputs are implemented more cautiously than for the deterministic
approach.
This is accomplished by setting B equal
to one.
The result for the local model is a positive stochastic control term having a similar
effect to that of the w69 term. The rate-limiting
effect due to this term will depend on the uncer-.
tainty in the identified T-matrix, as reflected by
Pi.
As system identification becomes worse, this
controller becomes more cautious.
As system
identification improves and Pi goes to zero, the
performance index reduces to that for the deter-

While
the
form of
the performance index
depends on the control approach and the system
model used, the method for obtaining the minimum
variance control algorithm is the same for any
particular configuration. , Once the performance
index has been established by substituting the
approptiate expression for Zi from Eqs. (2) or
(3), the minimum variance control algorithm is then
obtained by taking the partial derivative of the
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resulting expression for J with respect to ei,
and setting it *equal to zero.
The re!;!ult can be
solved for 68i where the superscript
denotes the
optimal HHC input required for minimum variance.
The closed form controller solution for all three
control approaches can be written for the local
system model as

filter algorithm and are dependent upon the ratio
between the uncertainty in the estimated T-matrix
and the uncertainty in the computed vibration
response.

*

Regardless of which system model is used, the.
Kalman filter identification algorithm requires
only the current vibration response and error
covariances to identify the required system parameters. Therefore, the p~:ocedure can be carried out
recursively with in format ion from only the present
and the previous sample periods. The importance of
this characteristic is that
implementation can
easily be carried out in real time for transient
maneuvers.
However, this recursive characteristic
of the controller requires that the controller be
initialized at the time it is activated.
In the
present study, the initial T-matrix determined from
open-loop perturbation at
the baseline flight
condition is used for all flight conditions,

and for the global model as
ll8~ = -D
l

[ (TTWzT

+ We +

I
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j
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I
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can

be

(7)

j
Note that the update in control for the local ~odel
is dependent on an estimate of the T-matrix and the
computed vibration response from the last update
Zi-l'
For the local model, PTT is the covariance
of the T-matrix, which is simply covariance, Pi,
since only the T-matrix is identified.
For the
global model, the control update is based on an
estimate of both the T-matrix and the uncontrolled
vibration response Z0 . In Eq. (7), PrT is again
the covariance of the T-matrix, which is now a submatrix of Pi since both T and Z0 are identified.
Prz is the crOss-covariance of T and Z, which is
also a sub-matrix of P.

Limiting of Control Inputs - There are several
reasons for limiting control inputs.
In an actual
rotorcraft, limiting will be necessary to satisfy
hardware requirements of the actuators used to
implement HHC. The total amplitude of control must
also be constrained to satisfy mechanical stress
and safety requirements.
B·eyond the practical
aspects of limiting control inputs, rate-limitin,&
has be.e.n found to be very important to enhance
·.contioller stability and performance for nonlinear
systems or for systems where initial parameter
estimates are poor.
F1.gure 2 shows that the active contuoller
externally limits the optimum control inputs calculated by the minimum variance control algoritllm
before implementing them in the rotorcraft simulation.
This is refetred to as external limiting
since it is done outside the minimum variance
control algorithm and without regarq to optimality.
With external limiting, satisfaction of absolute
control limits can be ensured. This is in contrast
to internal limiting which is accomplished by
weighting 8 and ll8 in the performance index.
By
appropriate tuning of these weighting matrices, We
and Wll8• it is possible to take into account the
desire to satisfy constraints on control magnitude
and rates of changes while calculating the optimum
solution.
However, intern81 limiting can only
inhibit control. It can not ensure satisfaction of
absolute limits.
Thus, in practice, provision for
external limiting would also be required.
In this
study, a comparison is made between these two
methods of limiting control and thei; effect on
controller performance.

Kalman Filter System Identification - Accurate
identifica'tion of the T-matrix, as well as Z for
0
the global model, is important for good vibration
~:eduction,
since the m1.n1.mum va~:iance control
algorithms all depend explicitly on the estimates
of these parameters.
The method used for estimating and tracking system parameters is discussed in
detail in Ref. 18.
Identification of the T-matrix is obtained by
considering each row of matrix Eq. (2) or (3) as
the state vector of a separate identification problem. For the global model, the problem is modifi~d
slightly by adding each component of Z0 to the
corresponding state vector.
The state vectors are
then treated as time-varying quantities which must
be tracked to account for changes in system parameters due to system nonlinearities and changes in
flight condition.
At the beginning of each sample
period, the state vectors are updated by a correct ion term that is proportional to the difference
between the G400 computed and the estimated vibration levels.
The proportionality constants or
Kalman gains are calculated according to the Kalman

Controller Implementation

lates
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Once the controller is activated, it calcuand updates the required higher harmonic

these components include three O["thogonal directions and. are widely spread out in ~he RTA, their
reduction should be indicative of overall vibration
reduction in the RTA.

pitch control once every sample period.
In this
study, a 1 rev update is used.
At the. start of a
typical ;o~or rev, a step change in HRC input is
implemented and the resulting transient response is
allowed to decay for 3/4 rt::v before activating the
harmonic analyzer.
This delay is necessary to
improve the accuracy of information provided to the
paramete. identifier.
While the 3/4 rev allowed
for transient decay is somewhat arbitrary, it has
proven to be a good tradeoff between the desire for
accurate system identification and the desire to
update as ilften as possible.
The time history of
the vibration response is sampled for the last 1/4
rev and read into the harmonic analyzer, which
calculates and supplies the cosine and sine components of each vibration component to the parameter
identifier.
Based on the vibration response and
tdent ified parameters ft"om the last rev, the controller updates system identification, calculates
the required higher harmonic control, and commands
an updated HHC input which takes the form of a new
1'.8 step input implemented at the beginning of the
nex:t rev.
This procedure is repeated recursively
throughout the entire flight, including all maneuvers.

A steady level-flight condition was selected
for the initial tuning and evaluation of all six
primary controller configurations.
This flight
condition had a forward velocity of 150 kt and a·
nominal value of 0.058 for CT/o. Based on these
results,
a
representative
baseline
controller
configuration was selected for each of the three
control approaches. The characteristics of each of
these controllers are presented in Table 1.

Table 1.

Deterministic Cautious
Syste:n M:xlel
External Cbntrol Limits
a (deg)
6~ (deg/rev)
Stochastic Control Cbnstant (A)
\oe:igpting in Perf. ~ex
Sensors, Wz (1/g 1 s)
Cbntrol Magnitude, w8 0/rad) 2
Change in Cbntrol, Wo.e O/rad) 2

Analytical Results

NOSE LATERAL
NOSE VERTICAL
CROSS BEAM LONGITUDINAL
TAIL LATERAL
TAIL VERTICAL
CROSS BEAM VERTICAL

4

----

Dual

Global

Global

Global

no~

none
none

none
0.2
0.01

none
0.0
1.0
0.0
1000.

1.0
\.0
0.0
0.0

\.0
. 0.0
0.0

All three baseline controllers are based on
the g~qbal· system model, although there is no
_significant advantage of one model over the other
at this flight condition.
Other than the control
approach and the related stochastic control constant A, the only difference between these three
controllers is the manner in which limiting of
·cont.rol inputs is implemented.
The deterministic
controller slows the rate of change of control
inputs between updates by internally weighting 66
with equal values o~ w68 for 3, 4 and 5/rev pitch
amplitudes. The value of w68 in Table 1 allows the
deterministic controller to maintain an acceptable
rate of change in control on the orOer of 0.2 deg/
rev. The cautious controller uses neither external
nor internal ~8 limiting, but inherently slows down
the implementation of new control inputs via the
stochastic control term discussed previously.
The
dual controller uses external limits of 0.2 deg/rev
on the rate of change of control to allow the
inherent perturbations in control inputs to occur
without excessively compromising short term control. These baseline controller configurations are
evaluated in the followin~ sections.

In the present study, the aeroelastic simulation of the rotorcraft is based on a fully articulated, four-bladed H-34 rotor (see Ref. 24 for
physit:al description) mounted on the "Rotor Test
Apparatus (RTA), which is used to represent the
fuselage in full scale rotor tests in the NASA-Ames
40 r x 80 1 wind tunnel.
The normal vibration mode
data, needed by the G400 aeroelastic analysis to
represent the flexible RTA, was obtained from an
existing NASTRAN mathematical model provided by
NASA.
This' model includes not only the RTA structure, but also the wind tunnel support struts and
balance frame.
Descriptions of the six modes used
to represent the RTA are provided in Ref. 18.
Vibration response information to be provided to
the active controller are ci:Jlculated at six locations throughout the RTA.
The location and orientation of each vibration component are shown in a
simplified schematic of the RTA in Fig. 3.
Since

2
3
4.
5.
6

Baseline controller configurations

5
Baseline Flight ·Vibration Reduction
Figure 4 presents the G400 simulation results
for each of the three baseline controller configurations operating closed-loa~ at the baseline 150 kt
flight condition.
The simulation includes three
revs ot uncontrolled flight to allow initial numerical transients to die out before activating each
controller at rev 4. Figure 4 shows G400 predicted

Fig. 3 Loc<ttion and orientation of vibration components in rotor test apparatus.
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time histories of the vibration performance index
the amplit':lde of the 3/rev HHC input commanded by each baseline controller,
While not
shown, 4 arid 5/rev inputs commanded by each controller have similar time histories to those shown
for 3/rev.
Since the vibration performance index
is a weighted sum of the squares of all the vibration components being actively controlled; it is a
good indicator of overall controller performance in
reducing vibration.
Note that the vibration performance index (Jz) plotted is not the same as
the performance index (Eq. (4)) actually minimized
by the control algorithms, since none of the quadratic terms involving 8 or 68 are included,
While
these terms are important to overall controlle.r
performance and stability, they are not indicative
of vibration reduction achieved by the active
controller.
All the performance index plots in
this paper are based on Jz.

Figure 4 also shows the time history of 3/rev
HHC amplitude as commanded by the three controllers.
The deterministic and cautious controllers
smoothly increase the amplitude of all three control inputs, while continually reducing the vibration level. After rev 15, the vibration at the six
RTA sensor locations remains fairly steady.
At
this point, the 3/rev cyclic pitch amplitude is
still rising slowly.
While not shown, the 4/rev
input is decreasing at a comparable rate and 5/rev
remains fairly steady.
Thus, after 15 revs, both
the deterministic and cautious controllers are
trying to further reduce vibration but, in effect,
achieve a fairly steady vibration level by trading

J 2 and

off an increase in 3/rev with a decrease in 4/rev
cyclic pitch.
While this slight tendency to drift
may be eliminated by implementing and tuning w8
in the performance index, all the time history
solutions presented in this paper were obtained
without any W9 weighting.

0.4

g 0
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In contrast to the deterministic and cautious
controllers, the dual controller exhibits a tendency to probe the system by· perturbating the
higher harmonic cyclic inputs.
This tendency is
clearly evident in the cyclic pitch amplitude shown
in Fig. 4.
As expected, this probing initially
results in a slight degradation in short term
control as can be seen in the performance index.
After ident·ificstion improves, system probing dimin.isheS. and the final controller solution is as
good as that of the deterministic and cautioua
controllers.
The dual controller's tendency to
probe the system has been somewhat inhibited by an
application of external rate limits of 0.2 deg/rev,
as shown in Table 1.
Without these limits 1 the
perturbation in control inputs used to probe the
system are much larger and result in much worse
short term control.
A completely unlimited dual
controller commanded initial inputs on the order of
1.0 degree and allowed the vibration performance
index to increase to sixty times the uncontrolled
value before converging to a final solution.
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control
at

of vibration index and 3/rev
baseline
flight
condition

(V=lSO kt, CT/o=0.058),
The change in the vibration level at all siK
locations in the RTA is shown in Fig. 5 for dl
three controllers.
In this figure, the uncontrolled 4/rev vibration levels at rev 4 are compared to
those at rev 30 with active control.
All three
controllers have substantially reduced vibration at
all locations except the two that had very low
initial levels of vibration.
The low levels of
vibration at these two locations have been maintained.
Reductions in vibration for the four
primary components are between 75 and 95 percent.

Figure 4 shows that all three controllers do
an excellent job of reaching a new steady vibration
level that is greatly reduced from the uncontroiled
vibration level at rev 4.
After the controller is
activated, the vibration performance index JZ
immediately starts to decrease
for all three
controllers.
After only two revs and 0.55 seconds
elapsed time of active control, both t>he determini~tic and cautious controllers achieve and maintain
at least a 90 percent reduction in the performance
index.
The dual controller reguires about 5 revs
or 1.4 seconds of active control to achieve the
same overall vibration level. By rev 10, all three
controllers have essentially converged to a value
of the performance index that is only 3 percent of
the uncontrolled value.

Also shown in Fig. 5 are the fixed system hub
vibrations. Note that angular vibrations have been
multiptied by 1 ft to be plott"ed in g' s in this
figure. The two largest contributors (vertical and
longitudinal) have been reduced by all three con-
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trollers. A substantial 75 percent decrease in the
longitudinal component has been achieved, while a
more modest 20 percent reduction has been achieved
in the vertical component,
The other four campo, nents, which were smaller initially, remain at
about the same levels.
This indicates that the
reductions in vibration in the RTA have been
achieved by a combination of reduced forcing at the
rotor hub and vectorial cancellations of hub component contributions to RTA vibrations.

compared to those already shown for the 150 kt
condition and the cautious controller in Fig. 5.
At least a 75 to 95 percent reduction has been
achieved at all sensor locations except those
having low initial levels of vibration with zero
HHC (nose and tail lateral).
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The effect of forward velocity on controller
performance is shown in Fig. 6, which compares the
time histories of the vibration performance index
and 3/rev cyclic pitch amplitude for the baseline
cautious controller at three different velocities:
112, 130, and 150 kt.
All three flight conditions
have the same nominal value of 0.058 for Cr/o. The
cautious controller exhibits the same excellent
performance characteristics at all three velocities.
Convergence to an acceptable control solution occurs quickly and smoothly within about 5
revs at all three flight conditions. These results
have been obtained with no retuning of the controller and with the same initial T-matrix developed at
the baseline (150 kt) condition. The controller is
very effective at reducing overall vibration at all
three velocities with at least a 97 percent reduction in the vibration performance index compared to
uncontrolled values.
The reductions achieved at
each of the RTA locations are shown in Fig. 7 for
the two lower velocities.
These results can be
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Fig. 7 Effect of forward velocity on 4/rev vibration (CT/o=0.058).

The HHC pitch amplitudes required to achieve
these substantial reductions increase with forward
velocity.
The required 3, 4, and 5 /rev pitch
amplitudes commanded by the baseline active controllers all tend to be of the same order of magnitude when equally weighted in the performance
index. The required amplitudes are on the order of

8

except the two lateral accelerations, where low
initial vibration levels are maintained.
The
required ·amplitudes of 3, 4, and 5/rev control
increase with thrust 1 but are less than 1.0 degree
for all thrust levels.

0.1, 0.15, and 0.25 degree at the 112, 130, and 150
kt flight conditions, respectively.
Effect of Rotor Thrust
The effectiveness of the active controller has
two more severe flight
conditions having the same 150 kt velocity as the
baseline (Cr/cr = 0.058) case, but nominal values of
0. 08 and 0.085 for Cr/cr. The highest thrUst level
(Cr/cr = 0.085) is especially severe with a significant increase in vibratory response over both the
baseline and intermediate thrust conditions, as
shown in Fig. 8. The severity of this condition is
due to its being well into stall.
As shown in a
separate open-loop study in Ref. 18, this flight
condition is also more nonlinear, has more aerodynamic interharmonic coupling effects, and has a
significantly different T-matrix than the baseline
flight condition.
Despite this, the baseline controller configurations have been applied without
any retuning of the control} ers and with the same
initial T-matrix' developed at the baseline flight
condition.

a 1 so been investigated at

The controllers exhibit virtually the same
transient behavior for the intermediate thrust
level (CT/a "" 0.08) as at th.e baseline flight
condii:ion.
Due to the inaccurate T-matrix and the
stall effects mentioned above, the behavior of all
three controllers is somewhat irregular for CT/o
equal to 0.085.
This is exhibited in the time
histories of the vibration performance index and
the amplitude of the 3/rev pitch shown in Fig. 9.
Despite these effects, all three controllers immediately achieve and maintain significant reductions
in vibration. As shown in Fig. 9, only 5 revs (1.4
seconds) ctre required to ·achieve and maintain at
least a 80 percent reduction in the performance
index.
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Figure 8 indicates the effectiveness of the
baseline controllers in minimizing vibration for
all three thrust levels.
While the results shown
are for the determinis·tic controller, comparable
results were also observed for both the cautious
and dual controllers.
This figure compares the
uncontrolled values of the vibration perfonnance
index and 4/rev acceleration at a representati.,re
RTA location to the final values at rev 30 with
active contra~.
Percentage reductions in the
performance index increase with rotor thrust 1 with
at least a 97 percent reduction achieved throughout
the range of thrusts considered.
Figure 8 also
shows at least a 75 percent reduction in vibration
at the cross-beam vertical location,
More extensive reductiocis are achieved at all other locations
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Controller Performance During High Speed Maneuvers
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Each of the three baseline controllers has
been evaluated during several short duration maneuvers while using the same initial T-matrix and
tuning developed at the steady baseline condition.
Each of the maneuvers repr.esents an increase in
rotor thrust from the initial steady baseline condition, Cr/o = 0.058, via step and ramp changes
in collective pitch during an otherwise steady

Jl

0.058 0.080 0.085

Crla
Fig. 8 Effect of rotor thrust on deterministic controller performance (V=l50 kt).
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Despite the large increase.s in vibration that
occur at rev 19 for the 2.18 degree step increase
in collect-ive pitch, all three baseline controllers
not only remain stable, but immediately start
reducing vibration as soon as the 1 rev of dead
time used for transient decay, signal sampling, and
harmonic analyt~is is over.
The deterministic and
cautious controllers achieve and maintain at least
an 80 percent reduction in the vibration index
relat~ve to peak values in just 2 revs.
Again, the
behavior of the deterministic and cautious con~rol
lers is very similar.
The dual controller cannot
maintain this level of reduction until rev 29, due
to system probing.

flight condition at 150 kt.
After all the transients from the sudden change in collective pitch
subside, the resulting steady flight condition is
one of the· high thrust conditions just discussed
(CT/cr = 0.08 or 0.085). For each of these maneuvers, the active vibration controllers not only
remain stable, but converge to an excellent control
solution having
about
the
same
substantially
reduced RTA vibration levels as those presented
previously for the steady flight conditionS.
2.18 Degree Step Increase in Collective Pitch Figure 10 shows the time histories of 3/rev cyclic
pitch and the vibration performance index of all
three baseline controllers in response to a 2.18
degree step increase in collective pitch.
The
simulated maneuver is identical to that shown in
Fig. 4 for the first 18 revs. The 2.18 degree step
increase in collective pitch occurs at rev 19. The
resulting flight condition, after all transients
die out, is the same as the highest thrust flight
condit"ion (CT/a "'" 0.085) presented in the last
section.
At the beginning of rev 20, the controller makes its first update in response to the transient maneuver.
After rev 20, the controller
actively reduces vibration just as it did for the
steady flight conditions, and no further maneuvers
are encountered.
OPEN-LOOP CONTROL
DETERMINISTIC, W~8

All three controllers minimize the transient
effects of this maneuver to the point allowed by
the 1. rev update, and the peak value of the performance index has been kept well below the uncontrolled value of 2.33 for the final flight condition.
It may be possible to reduce the pea~ response
further by shortening the time between updates,
since the· controllers could then start to reduce
vibration sooner.
However, the tradeoff is the
increased transient effects on the harmonically
analyzed vibration signals.
2.18 Degree Ramp Increase in Collective PitchFigure 11 shows the response of two cautioUs controllers to. a transient maneuver that has the s.ame
iqitial and final flight conditions as the 2.18
degree step change in collective pitch just discussed.
However, this maneuver involves a ramp
increase at a rate of 0.44 deg/rev _for 5 revs,
beginning at rev 19.
The cautious controllers
shown are the same except tor the tuning of A. The
controller with a value of 1.0 for A is the baseline.
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The so 1 id 1 ine shown in Fig. 10 represent a a
simulation of open-loop coot ro 1 for the maneuver
just described. The HHC inputs implemented for the
baseline flight condition remain fixed during and
after the maneuver. Thus, any changes occurring in
the performance index afte.r rev 19 for the openloop simulation are due to increased vibration
response and transient effects caused by the change
in collective pitch.
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Fig. 11 Cautious controller performance during transient maneuver for 2.18 degree collective
ramp increase (V=l50 kt).
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Both cautious controllers perform satisfactorily in reducing vibration for the first four
revs of the maneuver.
During this time, the controllers maintain significantly lower levels of
vibration than the open-loop values. However, when
the last 0.44 degree change in collective pitch is
implemented 'between revs 23 and 24, the result is a
significant increase in the calculated baseline
controller (A=l.O) performance index at rev 24, as
indicated in Fig. 11.
From there on, perfonnance
of the baseline controller is not good for about 5
revs.
Although it converges to an excellf,mt control solution, a peak value of the performance
index is incurred that is larger than those for the
Open-loop controller and those experienced for the
2.18 degree step increase in collective pitch.
While the baseline transient performance shown in
Fig. 11 is undesirable, it should be noted that
peak vibration levels are below those that would
occur if no HHC were implemented.

Rotor Blade Stresses
Figure 12 shows the 1/2 peak-to-peak blade
bending stresses and torsional moment along the
blade span for the baseline flight condition with
no HHC and· for the deterministic controller at rev
30 with optimum HHC.
There is a significant
increase in all the vibratory moments and stresses,
but especially in the torsional moment, which has
more than doubled near the blade root. The inboard
flatwise and edgewise bending stresses increase by
about 15 and 50 percent, respectively. The effect
of the cautious and dual controllers is almost
identical to that shown for the deterministic controller.
NO HHC

BASELINE DETERMINISTIC. WAO

~ ~ 8C::~---~------~
240

~

Wa:

While it is possible that a different Kalman
filter tuning will be required to better track the
type of changes in system parameters that are
encountered in the. stall reg_ime, that approach was
not explored in this investigation.
Retuni"'g of
the minimum variance control algorithm for improved
controller performance has been explored briefly.
Figure 11 demonstrate~ that controller performance
can be improved significantly during this maneuver
by only slightly retuning the minimum variance
control algorithm. A smaller value of ). allows the
controller to make somewhat larger changes in contrOl early in the maneuver when system identification is_ still gOod.
In so doing, slightly larger
reductions in vibration are achieved in the fi~st 4
revs of the ramp increase in collective pitch.
Furthermore, th,e larger changes in control give the
potential to better identify changes in system
parameters in the early part of the maneu"er.
While this controller (A=O.l) experiences some
undesirable transient effects, it converges
quickly, while substantially reducing peak and
final levels of vibration. The same type of reduction in limiting on control inputs also provides
substantially improved perfonnance in the deterministic and dual controllers, again at the expense of
large control inputs.
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Fig. 12 Effect of active vibration control on rotor
blade vibratory moments and stresses at
baseline flight condition (V=lSO kt,

cr/a=o.oss).
The effect of higher harmonic control on rotor
blade stresses varies with flight condition.
The
relative increase in blade stress and moments
caused by HHC increases with flight speed for th~e
112 to 150 kt range considered. This is most like~
ly due to the larger amplitudes of control required
for vibration reduction as velocity increases. For
the high thrust conditions (CT/a = 0.08 and 0.085),
the effect of HHC on blade stresses and moments is
inconclusive.
The effect of HHC on rotor blade
stresses at the highest thrust condition (CT/o =
0.085) is shown in Fig. 13 for two different .control solutions.
The firRt solution shOwn was
·obtained by the same baseline determiniStic controller use'd for the high thrust results shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. The second solution was achieved by
arbitrarily eliminating 5/rev control with large
internal weighting.
The relative increaaes in

The baselirie controllers were also subjected
to similar but smaller step and ramp changes in
collective pitch resulting in the intermediate
thrust condition (CT/o = 0.08) discussed above.
Transient vibrations were reduced significantly
without any retuning. of the baseline controllers.
For example, this 40 percent increase in thrust was
input with a ramp increase in collective pitch at a
rate of 0.2 deg/rev for 5 revs. For this maneuver,
the controllers reduced peak values of the performance index by over 80 percent of the open-loop
values.
These maneuvers may be a fairer test of
the baseline controllers due to such severe stall
effects predicted at the highest ~hrust condition.
11

any increase in power necessary to operate the
control system).
It may be possible to e;uide the
controller t.o a better control solution in terms of
rotor performance by including an appropriately
weighted term that is indicative of rotor torque in
the performance index.
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Local vs Global System Model

X 10"3

All the results presented above are for the
global system model.
The results and accompanying
discussion for steady flight conditions are generally applicable to the local system model as well.
It is not until controller performance is evaluated
during the short duration maneuvers considered in
this study that any significant difference in controller behavior due to system model is noticed.
For example, without retuning of the controllers,
the local model is much more oscillatory and takes
longer to converge than the global model for the
2.18 step change in collective pitch.
While it is
anticipated that these local controllers can be
retuned to achieve basically the same performance
as
the global baseline controllers,
this may
indicate that the local model is more sensitive to
tuning at different fli&ht conditions or perhaps
more senstttve to inaccurate vibration response
information due to large transient effects.
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Fig. 13 Effect of active vibration control on rotor
blade vibratory moments and stresses at
high thrust flight condition (V=lSO kt,
CT/cr=0.085).

Effect of Controller Tuning

stress for both control solutions are not nearly as

The tuning of internal controller parameters
can have a significant impact on all the important
characteristics of controller performance.
In this
study, the effects of w69 and w6 on the deterministic controller and of A foe the cautious and dual
controllers were studied in some detail.
Since
only a brief summary can be presented here, Ref. 18
should be consulted for more details.

great at' this flight condition as they were for the
baseline condition.
This is es pee ially true· for
the solution having no 5/rev control, which

resulted

in

alffiost

no

increase

in

the · flatwise

bending stress and the torsion moment and only
about a 20 percent increase in edgewise bending
stress.
These results suggest that the penalty of
increased dynamic blade loads associated with HHC
may be reduced .by tailoring of RHC inputs.
lt may
also be possible to alleviate these increases in
stress, without compromising vibration reduction,
by including appropriately weighted terms representative of blade stresses in the performance index
J.
While such an approach was not pursued in the
present study, c'ertain results did indicate that
this approach might be feasible.
For example,
multiple control solutions resulting in similar
vibration reductions, but having different effects
on rotor blade stresses, have been obtained.
One
such solution is the solution just discussed, where
5/rev inputs were eliminated.

Internal Rate-Limiting - The use of internal
rate limiting dramatically improves the stability
and performance of the deterministic controller.
This is quite apparent in Fig. 14, which compares
the overall performance of the baseline deterministic controller (with internal rate-limiting) to
that of an externally rate-limited deterministic
controller at the baseline flight condition.
The
externally limited controller has the same configuration as the baseline controller, except that W6 e
is set to zero, l!.amax is set to 0.2 deg/rev, and
the local system model is used.
The results shown
here are the best that could be obtained for an
externally limited controller at this flight condition.
The
baseline
controller
significantly
improves controller perfonnance according to all
criteria:
much greater vibration reduction in the
first ste~ of active control; faste'r convergence;
significantly greater reduction in vibration at
convergence; and smaller final control inputs.
While external limiting results in comparatively
worse controller performance, it should be noted

Rotor Performance
At the baseline flight condition, the application of HHC causes an increase in required torque
on the order of about 5 percent for all controllers.
For this particular flight condition, a
direct power penalty is being paid for the implementation of HHC to reduce vibration (exclusive of

12

that it reduces the performance index by about 85
percent.
The primary reason for the dramatically
improved performance achieved by the internally
rate-limited controller is that the minimum variance control algorithm takes directly into account
the desire to implement relatively small changes in
control, when calculating a new solution.
In
contrast, the arbitrary external limiting of control, without regard to optimality, can cause a
very dif"ferent "mix" (both amplitude and phase) of
3, 4, and 5/rev control to be commanded than that
calculated for minimum variance.
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conditions considered in this study. While W.6.e has
a significant impact on rate of convergence, it
does not impact overall effectiveness in reducing
vibration, since it does not inhibit the magnitude
of control inputs that can be commanded.
The
effects of 6 e on cautious and dual controllers are
comparable to those for the deterministic controller. · However, it should be noted that internal
rate-limiting
tends
to eliminate the inherent
system probing used by the dual controller to
enhance system identification.
For the cautious
controller, internal rate-limiting due to W6 e complements the built-in caution.
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Internal Limiting of Control Magnitude
Internal limiting of the magnitude of control
inputs can also dramatically affect the performance
of the deterministic controller.
This limiting is
achieved by weighting e in the performance index
with We to reduce control amplitudes as much as
possible without paying an excess penalty in the
fonn of larger vibrations.
For small to moderate
values of We, the controller is still able to
achieve about the same overall vibration reduction
with smaller, but properly phased control inputs.
However, the value of We can be made too large,
such that the controller cannot command sufficient
amplitudes to reduce vibratio.n effectively.
The
value of We has very little effect on rate of
convergence, if large enough to prevent undue
oscillatOry behavior. The deterministic controller
-tends to be slightly sensitive to the tuning of We.
The effects of We weighting can be used to
tailor llli.C inputs by unequal we·ighting of 3, 4, and
5/rev control inputs. This ~was explored in Ref. 18
by using internal weighting to inhibit or eliminate
various control inputs.
In Ref. 18, it is shown
that many significantly different control solutions
can result in very eff~ctive vibration reduction in
the RTA for the same flight condition. For example
in Fig. 13, the effect of two very. different HHC
solutions on vibratory blade stresses is shown at
the high thrust condition. Each of these solutions
achieves about the.same vibration reduction in the
RTA, but affects blade stresses to a different
degree.
These results indicate that it may be
possible to guide the controller to more satisfactory solutions in terms of other criteria (e.g.,
blade stresses or rotor
performance), without
severely
compromising
vibration
reduction,
by
placing appropriate terms in the performance index
or using unequal We weighting.
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Fig. 14 Comparison of deterministic controller performance with external and internal ratelimiting at baseline flight condition

(V=l50 kt, CT/a=0.058).
The results shown for the baseline controller
are for optimal tuning of W6 e. Other tuning values
can have a significant impact on controller performance.
For small values of w6 e and without other
limiting, the deterministic controller performance
is quite oscillatory.
However, even minimal
internal rate-limiting allows the controller to
converge at the baseline flight condition, although
the result is a control solution with very large
control amplitudes (3.5 degrees).
In Ref. 18, it
is shown that large control inputs such as these
have a much more severe impact on vibratory blade
stresses and rotor performance than equally effective small amplitude solutions, even though virtually the same levels of vibration are achieved in
the RTA. At the other extreme, very high values of
w6 e cause very slow, smooth reductions in vibration, which may prove too slow for maneuvers.
Between these two extremes, moderate values for
W6 e, such as those used for Fig. 14, result in very
effective control at the many different flight

Effect of Stochastic Control Constant - The
stochastic control constant A has a significant
effect on the cautious controller performance in
much the same way that 6 e and We effect the deterministic "controller, since the stOchastic caution
term increases the effective weighting on AB or e.
For small values of A, controller performance is
oscillatory, but stability is maintained,
and

w

13

effective
control
solutions
are
reached
with
substantial reductions in vibration.
Large values
of A cause very slow, smooth reductions in vibration, which may be too slow for maneuvers. Between
these two extremes, a wide range of values for A
results in very effective controllers at the baseline ISO kt flight condition.
The stochastic
control constant A also has a large effect on the
dual controller.
This constant must be tuned to
reach an acceptable compromise between goOd short
term control and system probing.
At the baseline
flight condition, the dual controller is extremely
sensitive to the value of A.

4) The baseline deterministic and cautious
controllers are relatively insensitive to less than
optimum tuning of internal parameters, which can be
used to affect convergence characteristics, effectiveness in reducing vibration, and the magnitude
of final control inputs.
The dual controller is
more sensitive to the tuning of internal parameters:
5) The global and local system models result
in similar controller performance at steady flight
conditions, but controllers based on the local
model are generally less effective without retuning
during short duration maneuvers.

Conclusions
6) Increases in rotor blade stresses and a
degradation in rotor performance have been noted at
most flight conditions investigated.
The presence
and characteristics of multiple low vibration HHC
solutions suggest that alleviation of these adverse
effects may be accomplished by limiting HHC to
lower harmonics or by including appropriate parameters in the performance index to account for them.

A computerized generic active controller has
been developed for alleviating helicopter vibration
by closed-loop implementation of higher harmonic
control (HHC).
This controller gives the capability to readily define many different configurations by selecting from three different control
approaches (deterministic, cautious, and dual), two
system models (local and global), and various
methods of limiting control (e.g., external and/or
internal limiting on higher harmonic pitch llmplitude and rate).
A representative baseline configuration has been defined for each of the three
control approaches and tuned for best effectiveness
at a high speed level-flight condition.
After
proper tuning, each baseline controller has proven
very effective in reducing helicopter vibration.
The following are the conclusions from this analytical evaluation study.
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